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BANKING IN THE '90s
BANK ExEcuTIVEs AcRoss THE STATE
Discuss WHAT THE FuTURE

MAY HoLD FoR

FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS NATIONWIDE AND IN NEVADA
by Lynn Waddell

ix years ago, trying to sell Nevada National Bank as a merger
partner was about like trying to
sell tumbleweeds to a Nevadan.
"When trying to fmd a merger
partner in 1985, no one wanted to talk
about Nevada," said Bill Martin, former
Nevada National president and current
Pioneer Citizens Bank president. "A big
New York investment finn told us, 'No
one will buy that bank. There's nothing
there but scorpions and gamblers."'
In 1989, the bank was sold to Security
Pacific Bank, one of the five largest in the
United States. Today Nevada, a state with
little over one million people, hosts four
of the country's largest banks along with
15 others. The turnaround can be attributed to the state's booming economy and
exponential population growth.
The combination of a burgeoning gaming industry, an influx of wealthy retirees
and companies escaping corporate taxes
enticed big banks to take a chance in
Nevada. Those same attributes have given
the state's banks enough business to avoid
risky investments that were the demise of
1,000 banking institutions across the country during the past six years.

S

"I think banks are a reflection of the
general economy," said Glen Walquist,
deputy commissioner of the State Commerce Department's fmancial institution
division. "There's more new housing and
new people moving here, and the unemployment rate is low."
Only two Nevada banks have faced
insolvency during the 1980s - Mineral
and Pan American. (Pan American was
taken over by Sun State Bank.)
In 1990, only two ofNevada's 19 banks
reported losses in the frrst half of the year.
One of those, Bank of America Nevada,
attributed the losses to start-up costs for
1990. The other bank, Sierra, is a small
Northern Nevada Bank.
The tourism industry, which remains
the spokes of Nevada's rolling economy,
grew dramatically in Southern Nevada,
adding 11,000 hotel rooms this past year.
The growth of that industry has affected
banking directly through loans to casino
businesses and indirectly through the
number of residents drawn here. The latest Nevada State Department of Motor
Vehicle statistics show 4,500 new people
arrive in the Las Vegas Valley each month.
"Although a national recession has

found its way into the gaming industry,
casinos continue to fare well due to the
value of vacations they offer," said Tom
Thomas, vice president-trust division of
Valley Bank. "Room rates still tend to be
$25 to $30 less than other vacation destinations. People still vacation, they just try
to save more money by going somewhere
less expensive," Thomas said.
At the same time, gaming doesn't account for the entire influx of people
moving here. "Many companies and individuals are attracted to Nevada because
there are no state income or corporate
taxes," Thomas said. Firms trying to slim
down during the recession fmd the lack of
corporate taxes appealing. "It defmitely
gives us an edge," Thomas observed.
Northern Nevada has seen a good share
of warehousing and distribution businesses from California move to the state
for that very reason, according to Ron
Zurek, president of senior banking with
First Interstate Bank in Northern Nevada. The largest concentration has been in
the area of Interstate 395 and State Highway 80. Many of those businesses moved
to get away from traffic, pollution and the
high cost of living in California.
April 1991 •
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"As a result of the growth in Northern
Nevada, First Interstate opened four new
branches there this past year," Zurek said.
Another group attracted to the state
moves here for reasons aside from the
sunny climate. The fact that Nevada levies no state income taxes creates an inviting environment for retirees hoping to
stretch their nest eggs. As many as 1,500
of those moving here each month are over
the age of 50, according to the DMV.
Indeed, there's such a sizable senior market that banks are aggressively competing for their business. "We're definitely
seeing more increased competition for
senior citizens' money," Thomas said.
There's hardly a bank in Las Vegas that
doesn't have some special program for
seniors. Security Pacific has interest
bearing accounts suitable for retirementage individuals. Valley Bank offers 55plus accounts, and has even opened a
tower in the northwest Las Vegas Valley,
not far from the boundaries of the developments of Summerlin, Desert Shores
and Painted Desert - areas highly saturated with retirement-age residents.
"It's no longer feasible or convenient
for seniors to drive all the way downtown
to obtain full service banking," Thomas
said. "Valley Bank has even donated a
meeting room in the new building for
seniors. The room will be used for classes
on investments and a list of non-banking
topics such as diet and health," he said.
Security Pacific Bank has begun offering more convenient banking for all
ages by telephone. The bank is the only
one to allow patrons to open checking
accounts via phone, which is especially
helpful to seniors.
The landscape of Nevada banking has
also been enhanced by new state laws
allowing California banks to move in.
It's a significant change brought about in
part by the large migration of Californians into Southern Nevada. About 55
8 Nevada Business Journal •
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"/think [banking reform] is long
overdue. The U.S. still has over
12,000 banks while other nations
have 15, 20, or 50 maximum."
Tom Thomas, vice presidenttrust division, Valley Bank.
percent of the newcomers to the state are
from California, according to Security
Pacific Bank President Lyle Knight.
Untill989, California banks were prohibited from acquiring a Nevada bank,
because the two states did not share a
reciprocal banking agreement. Not until
June 1990, were out-of-state banks allowed to start a branch from scratch in
Nevada. Bank of America Nevada was
one that took advantage of the changes.
California-based Security Pacific also
moved in under the changes in state law.

A healthy economy, increasing senior
and corporate markets and new state
banking laws have given Nevada a wealth
of healthy banks. At the same time, there
are federal banking proposals in the works
that could open a new era for the entire
U.S. banking system.

President Bush recently announced a
proposal for banking reform to establish a
true national banking system. Some see
this as unbridling the nation's banking
system, and thus allowing it to compete
more equitably with foreign banks. Although the new proposal would mean
there would be fewer banks, they would
have locations nationwide.
"We're definitely going to see the implementation of interstate banking across
the country," Thomas said. "Being able to
obtain money almost anywhere in the
country is very attractive to most banks."
According to Knight, the proposed reforms will bring much needed change to
the present system. "The current nation~!
banking_ system is outdated, and stifl~ s
U.S. banking growth while the lean foreign banking systems continue to grow
stronger," Knight said.
"I think [banking reform] is long overdue," Thomas said. "The United States
still has over 12,000 banks while other
nations have 15, 20, or 50 maximum. I
think having 12,000 banks in this country
is somewhat ridiculous."
"To put those figures into perspective,"
Knight said, "compare the number of
banks per one million people in other
countries: The United Kingdom has 11
banks per one million people; Germany
has eight; Canada has three; Japan, one;
while the United States counts 53 banks
per one million people."
Thomas and Knight both agree centralized larger banks will allow customers
the convenience of getting services at one
location at a lower cost. "You don't have
to have five boards of directors, five legal
departments. You can consolidate and
centralize," Thomas said.
Another benefit to centralized interstate banking would be added stability
and strength. According to FIB's Ron
Zurek, "Geographic boundaries are one
reason many banks and savings and loans
failed. If you were a bank in Texas, you

PIONEER CITIZENS BANK OF NEVADA
SERVING NEVADA FOR 25 YEARS

//Geographic boundaries [created
by current banking regulations]
are one reason many banks and
savings and loans failed.
II

Ron Zurek, president of senior banking,
First Interstate Bank, Northern Nevada
didn't have any alternative but to make
loans in Texas. You couldn't spread the
credit risk to healthier markets," he said.
"However," Zurek adds, "all points
lead to fewer capital expenditures and
more bank mergers."
Nevada will not be an exception. The
state will see its share of bank mergers
within the next year, according to Knight.
"By merging with a bank within the same
geographic area, capital and labor expenses will be cut," he said. "West and
East Coast bank mergers are also attractive because they would allow customers
to have locations nationwide, but they
aren't as cost effective," he said.
While some are eager for the proposed
changes, many smaller banks hope to retain their existing operation. "There's always room for a small community type

Pioneer Citizens Bank of Nevada
Reno • Las Vegas • Yerington
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bank who knows the customers and does
their job well," Martin said.
Another unique federal proposal on the
horizon could further extend the services
a bank offers. Part of President Bush's
banking proposal will allow banks to provide services such as insurance and security sales. It in turn will allow non-banking businesses to provide banking services. How this plan would be implemented is still debatable. One way could
be for a holding company to own various ·
fmancial businesses - such as a bank, an
insurance company, a securities firm and make the services of each available
under one roof. One other possibility,
discussed by Nevada bankers, would have
banks teaming with existing non-banking
companies to provide a wide variety of
services at one location.
While bankers can predict the longterm future with relative ease, what's
ahead in the next few months is still
sketchy. Security Pacific's Knight sees
three immediate problems ahead for the
economy. "There is not a positive attitude
toward risk-taking during the current
regulatory environment," he said. "We
don't seem to be borrowing our way out
of the recession as we have in the past."
Knight also observes that, "Consumers
are hesitant to take risks because of the
recession and the Persian Gulf War.
There's a' lack of action' which has slowed
the economy."
Third, the recession has taken a swipe at
the stock market and increased concerns
about bank liquidity. "Without question
capital remains a central issue," he said.
Such problems are driving banks to
concentrate on higher quality investments.
Security Pacillc is striving to keep loan
losses to below one-half of one percent of
their loan portfolio. That means the bank
must be extremely conservative with the
money it lends .

COMPUTERS
HOME

or

OFFJICE

INFINITI 386SX-16
INFINITI 386-33

STARTING at $999.00
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TRADE IN $200.00 and up with purchase
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702-873-2711
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"The current banking system is

outdated and stifles U.S. banking
growth, while foreign banks
continue to grow stronger."
Lyle Knight, president,
Security Pacific Bank of Nevada
Banks in Southern Nevada have been
particularly cautious when granting loans
for strip centers and apartment building
because they fear the market is saturated.
Many banks are asking for more equity on
commercial projects. "Commercial real
estate is an area where everybody takes a
real hard look," Zurek said.
For the most part, however, economists
project a bright future for the state. Proposed banking reforms should serve to
consolidate and strengthen an already
strong fmancial base. Plus, with a predicted personal income increase of 9.7
percent in 1991 and a continued influx of
businesses and individuals drawn by
Nevada's sunny low-tax climate, Nevada
is poised to rise from the recession and
eclipse her recent growth figures.
•

Center for Business and Economic Research
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Business Directory
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Cost: $50.00 plus $5.00 for shipping.
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UNLV Board of Regents
Center for Business and Economic Research
4505 Maryland Parkway
Las Vegas , Nevada 89154-6002
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Customer Service the Key
to the Future at Valley Bank
As the banking industry faces
challenges never before encounteredboth nationally and statewideValley Bank of Nevada continues to
increase its market share and post
record quarterly and annual earnings.
Richard A. Etter, chairman and
chief executiveofficer of Valley Bank of Nevada
In 1990, Valley Bank of Nevada recorded its eighth consecutive year of
record earnings and the best year ever in
the bank's 37 -year history. While a part of
this success can be attributed to a strong
local economy, Richard A. Etter, Valley
Bank's chairman and chief executive officer, says the entrepreneurial spirit and
teamwork of the bank's 2,000-plus employees are the underlying factors in the
bank's overall success.
"We allow our branch managers and
department heads to run their .areas of
responsibility as if they were running their
own company," Etter said. "This philosophy instills a sense of pride and ownership
in the employees, which translates into
greater productivitY and profitability the keys to survival for any business."
Etter says the growth of Valley Bank
12 Nevada Business journal •
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over the last several years has resulted in
the need for upper management to relinquish home office control. With 63
branches statewide, and a strong cast of
back room support staff, decentralization has become the hallmark of Valley
Bank's success.
On January 1, 1988, Valley Bank aggressively sought market share with the
acquisition of Security Bank of Nevada,
which resulted in an additional $500 million in assets and 15 branches statewide.
"We were able to achieve a greater market
presence in Northern Nevada as a result of
the Security Bank acquisition," Etter said.
Security Bank had 13 of its branches
located in the northern part of the the state
and an impressive history dating back to
1936. Etter says this kind of reputation,
coupled with a strong retail presence, vir-

tually gave Valley Bank the largest market share in Northern Nevada. "By acquiring Security Bank, we accomplished
overnight what would have taken us
anywhere from five to 10 years to complete through bricks and mortar."
What began as the Bank ofLas Vegas in
1954- with $250,000 in capitalizationand remains today as a locally owned and
operated bank, has grown into the largest
state-chartered bank in Nevada. Total assets, with the Security Bank merger, stood
at approximately $2.3 billion on January
1, 1988, and currently with 63 branches
statewide, Valley Bank now ranks in the
top 150 commercial b~s in the nation,
with assets totaling over $3 billion.
With Nevada's phenomenal growth in
population over the last few years, Valley
Bank continues to commit the resources
to build a number of new branches
throughout Nevada. Over the past six
months, Valley Bank has opened six new
branches in the Las Vegas area, two in
Reno and one in Elko.
In an effort to be a responsible corporate citizen and help conserve one of
Nevada's most precious resources, Valley Bank also made the commitment last
year to landscape its new branches with
water-efficient landscaping. Etter says that
by doing this these new branches will use
over 70 percent less water than turf landscaped branches. "Our goal is to help
Nevada conserve water and at the same
time help promote water conservation to
encourage other businesses to become
responsible corporate citizens," Etter said.
The acquisition of Comstock Bank's
branch facility in Dayton, Nevada, last
year helped Valley Bank penetrate an area
in which Valley is now the exclusive
provider ofbanking services. Valley Bank
is also one of the pioneering banks of the
supermarket branch banking concept.
Three Valley Bank Express branches have
already been opened in Vons supermarkets in the Las Vegas area this year, with

YOUQ
at least another three planned to open by
the end of 1991.
"Because the Vons stores are open 24hours a day, customers will have unlimited access to our services," Etter said.
"Our commitment to service and convenience is underscored by our express
branches' extended hours and the introduction of Sunday banking."
Etter also says that the bank's express
supermarket branch concept will make its
debut in the Reno area later this year. "We
are pursuing similar opportunities with a
rnajor supermarket chain in the Reno area
and should have three express branches
open for business by the end of July."
"We're seeing a transformation of the
banking industry," Etter said. "With costs
going up, banks are having to fmd irmovative ways of delivering their goods and
services. Supermarket banking is just one
of many ways we're exploring to offset
increased costs throughout the industry."
Recent banking initiatives put forth by
the Bush administration are being applauded by Valley Bank and its executive
management team. Peter M. Thomas,
president of Valley Bank and a member of
the American Bankers Association's legislative committee, says the fmancial reforms presented to the banking industry
by the Bush administration are a step in
the right direction. While next year's
complete dismantling of interstate banking laws is seen as a non-event for Nevada,
Thomas says, "Increased competition in
the realm of new products and services
will ultimately benefit the customer."
Etter and Thomas, both of whom are
past presidents of the Nevada Bankers
Association, agreed that while new opportunities are good for the industry, perhaps the most important product banks
can ill afford to neglect is their degree of
customer service. Thomas says that when
placing everyone on a level playing field,
excellence in customer service will be the
one product that sets banks apart. "Valley

TICKET
to OUCCE00

"Increased competition in the
realm of new [banking] products
and seroices will ultimately
benefit the customer."
Peter M. Thomas, president,
Valley Bank of Nevada
Bank believes service is our only product
and that by perfecting it, all other products
will take care of themselves."
The success story of Valley Bank and
its parent company, Valley Capital Corporation, goes beyond Nevada's borders.
Over the past two years, Valley Bank has
taken its small business lending expertise
into Arizona and California and opened
Small Business Administration/Commercial Lending Centers. Valley Mortgage Company and Valley Equipment
Leasing Company, affiliate fmns of Valley Bank, have also opened offices in
these neighboring states. The company's
acquisition of Caliber Bank in Arizona
also reinforces Valley Bank's plans to
establish a strong fmancial services company throughout the Intermountain West.
April 1991 •
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Interstate Branching Reform
A Plus for Consumers
by Donald D. Snyder
Chairman and CEO
First Interstate Bank of Nevada

The Bush Administration recently presented its plan for the
most sweeping overhaul of the
nation's banking system smce
the Great Depression.
The proposal offers the nation's commercial banking system a competitive
landscape unrestrained by many of the
barriers and regulations installed by the
government after the national banking
crisis in the 1930s.
It is a vast proposal - in scope and in
content- and will likely encounter much
resistance in Congress. However, we believe the proposal to be an important first
step in generating some very necessary
dialogue on current U.S. banking laws,
which few would dispute as anachronistic
in the current economic environment.
One of the most promising components
of the plan would allow banks to open
branches across state lines without restrictions, and to buy banks in other states
more easily. Interstate branching is the
next step beyond interstate banking, which

has already become a reality as a result of
the actions of most state legislatures over
the past 10 years. What President Bush is
proposing now is authority for one bank
to operate branch offices in the states in
which it may have affiliated banks.
Perhaps the strongest argument in support of the proposal are the efficiencies
possible with national banking- for example, connecting banks in several states
by a single computer network - which
could save the industry $7 billion to $15
billion a year. That's a hefty sum, considering the total profits of American banks
last year totaled about $20 billion. Such
savings could represent fresh capital to
the banking industry, and a portion could
even be passed on to recapitalize the
FDIC and help solve its challenges.
Even more important, by removing

artificial barriers to interstate banking,
customers could enjoy full banking convenience across state lines, making deposits and completing other transactions
as easily as they now use credit cards.
In addition, full interstate banking
would also make the larger banks less
likely to pull in their reins during bad
times and thus be a further drag on an
already slow economy. As we have seen
at First Interstate Bank, a large banking
network strengthens the holding company
against regional economic weaknesses.
Lastly, most industry analysts agree
that national banking will play an important role in enhancing the ability of banks
in the United States to compete with the .
large international financial institutions
of Europe and Japan.
Critics argue that national banking will
unfairly hurt small community-based
banks and their customers by allowing
larger competitors to enter their markets.
Most industry analysts disagree with this
assumption and believe instead that wellcapitalized banks of all sizes would flourish under the new proposal. Clearly, competition to local bankers would increase,
but most community banks should be able
to compete successfully because they
know their customers and are in a better
position to understand local conditions.
Obviously a bank that pioneered the
interstate banking concept- as First Interstate has - strongly supports lifting restrictions which withhold from customers
full banking privileges across state lines.
Instead of operating 25 banks in the 14
western states, First Interstate could operate as one bank with more than 1,000
offices throughout the West, evolving legally from a company of banks to become
a single banking company.
FirstlnterstateBank, together with many
other multi-state banking organizations,
looks forward to the advantages of cost
savings and convenience for customers
across the country under this proposal.
April 1991 •
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PriMerit Bank Offers
Annuities &Mutual Funds
PriMerit becomes the first major bank
in Nevada to make these investment
products available to its customers.

Large Conference Room
Ample Parking
Owner pays Utilities,
Maintenance & janitorial
Available for Move-In
April, 1991
Located on Ninth Street
between Bonneville
& Charleston

Hardy & Hardy, Law Offices
610 South Ninth St.
Las Vegas, NV 89101
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PriMerit Bank's President and Chief
Operating Officer David H. Rogers recently announced that annuities are being offered at PriMerit Bank branches
through an association with Great Northern Insured Annuities Corporation (GNA)
and PriMerit Investor Services, a subsidiary of PriMerit Bank. Mutual funds will
also be offered through this partnership
later this year.
The first major bank in Nevada to make
annuities available at its branches, PriMerit
is on the forefront of a national movement
by banks to offer a wider variety of investment products through associations
with outside firms. Because PriMerit' s
program places GNA representatives in
specified branches, the bank will benefit
from the company's extensive experience
in tax -deferred annuities and mutual funds.
"With the addition of this program,"
said Rogers, "we are better able to serve
our customers by providing traditional
banking products, as well as making additional investment opportunities available to them under the same roof. Also,
our research indicates that customers wish
to obtain these services at an institution
they trust, such as their bank."

The tax-deferred annuity, which is insured by GNA, has been one of the fastestgrowing fmancial products in the marketplace. In 1970, annual annuity sales
were $3 billion nationally. By 1985, sales
had skyrocketed to more rhan $40 billion
per year. According to Pamela Holmes,
southwest regional marketing .director for
GNA, current sales of annuities in banks
alone have reached approximately $9
billion, up from $4 billion in 1987.
Much of the growth was due to the advantages offered by annuities, such as
postponement of income tax on interest
earned, which allows more money to be
earned while often lowering one's tax
bracket. According to Holmes, annuities
sales in banks are increasing because they
are "a natural product for banks to offer."
"An annuity is a flexible, safe type of
investment," continued Holmes. "When a
bank brings a customer with whom it has
had a relationship of trust and confidence
into contact with an annuity, there is almost
immediate acceptance."
Based in Seattle, GNA Corporation is a
subsidiary of theWeyerhaeuser Company,
a Fortune 100 firm. Weyerhaeuser has
assets of more than $6 billion. GNA is not
affiliated with PriMerit Bank, and its
products are not federally insured, nor are
these products obligations of the bank.
A wholly-owned subsidiary of Southwest Gas Corporation, PriMerit is a Las
Vegas-based federal savings bank with
32 branches in Arizona and Nevada. The
bank recently completed its 23rd consecutive year of profitability.
•
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Forging Change for a
Stronger Future

some major modifications proposed to
both statutory law and regulatory/government philosophy that will dramatically
change U.S. banking forever.
It is my intent to highlight for informational purposes three contemplated reforms that are most often reported upon.

by William E. Martin
President and CEO
Pioneer Citizens Bank of Nevada

Interstate Banking

As a result of recent industry
crises such as the savings and
loan failures, banking reform is
currently being wrought in the
halls of Congress.
With recent global events commanding
our attention, a number of domestic issues
have received less scrutiny than might
normally have been accorded. The savings and loan scandal, for instance, is just
as big and just as ugly as before. Nevertheless, there was little note or mention of
the most recent voice vote by the Senate
Banking Committee that allocated an additional $30 billion to fmance the closing
of another 225 insolvent thrifts. The total
clean-up cost is now placed at $200 billion, four times the original 1989 estimates. The industry is truly a shell of its
former self. Stripped of most of the lucrative but risky powers granted only ten
years ago, many S&Ls struggle to prosper
under traditional lending functions.
And now banking, which failed to be
granted the same powers (thankfully, no
doubt) is straining under the pressure of
18 Nevada Business j ournal •
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failures and public concerns. The problems reported emanate primarily from
regional economic downturns, sufficient
in scope to cause devaluation of local real
estate values, which represents the most
universal form of collateral.
Bankers, as proposed by their trade
associations, have every intent of stepping forward and providing the funds
necessary to replenish the FDIC fund to cure our own industry problems if you
will, without the burden being thrust upon
the taxpayer.
At least one result of this turmoil has
been the introduction by the administration of a financial reform package that
at present seems to make almost no one
happy. And you won ' t have to be in
the banking industry to feel its effects.
Whether you are a borrower or depositor,
you will notice a difference. There are

"I thought we had interstate banking
already. Don't some banks operate in several states now?" is the most common
response to this proposal. The fact is, the
McFadden Act, a law of some 60 years,
prohibits a bank from collecting deposits
across state lines. The banks which now
operate jn multiple states do so throug~
bank holding companies that own separate legally chartered banks in each of the
states in which they operate. Interstate
banking would eliminate the need for
these separate legally constituted entities . Banks from California, New York or
North Carolina could open de novo
branches in Nevada.
Who favors such a change? Big banks
of course. It would allow them to operate
more efficiently by consolidating and
centralizing management functions. Another argument is the larger banks operating nationwide would be more diversified
and thus stronger. Also, troubled institutions could be merged more easily thus
reducing disruptions to local markets.
Who ' s against interstate banking reform? Small banks, because of the specter
of competition from multi-national megabanks. Bank customers worry that the
lending decisions will be moved to remote, out-of-state, uninvolved decisionmakers who have little appreciation or
knowledge oflocal conditions. Local governments also express similar concerns.
Others feel deposits will be drained from
one area and lent in another. This latter
item is certainly true, but probably offers
as much benefit as detriment since capital

The banking industry remains strong,

•

62 percent of local business journal readers are in
top management positions.

•

89 percent own their own
home, with an average
value of $258,000.

•

79 percent work in a smallto medium-sized company.

•

96 percent hold investments, with an average
value of $409,000.

•

89 percent influence the
purchase or lease of
services at their company.

•

71 percent hold at least a
four-year college degree.

•

Average household income
is $124,000.

but government is going to require you
know more about your bank rather than
relying on afederal deposit guarantee.
deficient areas would have lendable funds.
While interstate banking wouldn 't lead
to the consolidation of banking to only
eight, 10 or 12 dominant institutions (like
Canada), it will trim the number of banks
from the current level of 13,000. Tills,
however, does not mean the small independent bank will become an endangered
species. There will always be room for a
smaller competitor who delivers his
products effectively in a one-on-one atmosphere, stressing personal, quality service. There are distinct advantages and
disadvantages to being either a large or a
small bank.

•

84 percent influence the
purchase or lease of
products at th~ir company.

Source: The SRDS Report

Watch For Messages

Deposit Insurance Reform
The Treasury Department proposes
limits in FDIC coverage, perhaps to
$100,000 per institution. Why the need
for deposit reform? What was enacted in
the 1930s to restore banking confidence
became, in the 1980s, a vehicle to spread
insured deposits through brokers on a
national basis to the highest bidder, thus
funding unbridled growth. Institutions of
only a few million dollars in assets became giants of $10 billion, $20 billion,
even $30 billion in size and the growth
occurred in months rather than years.
There always has been, and always will
be, a relationship between risk and return.
Those institutions funded with high cost
deposits were forced to seek even higher
yielding, often exotic, assets with predictable results. Who's the loser? The average
depositor, who never abused the system
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in the first place; the taxpayer, to the tune
of the aforementioned $200 billion; and
the smaller banks whose depositors may
place funds in larger banks perceived as
being "too large to fail".
Deposit insurance was a great schemeand it worked for over 50 years. The price
tag of the abuse by some is reduced protection for all.

uToo Big to Fail" Philosophy

Blueprinting • Drafting Supplies
Xerography • Blueprint Machine Repair

SERVICE
without sacrificing

QUALITY
Now Open Saturdays 10 a.m. - 3 p.m.
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Certain banks in recent times have been
subjectto bailout by the U. S. Government
because they were perceived as being too
big to fail, while smaller institutions were
liquidated, often with a loss of funds to
depositors. Politically, no one wants to be
the one that permits a large bank to fail.
The demise of a major bank could wreak
havoc on a state or region. The result
would ripple through the area as dozens of
other large companies are dragged with
the bank into insolvency. Although there
will be attempts to legislate this philosophy a way, most like! y the chairman of the
Federal Reserve, or the FDIC, or even the
President himself, will retain the right to
prevent a catastrophic failure (and its attendant economic and political fallout).
Will banking reform materialize as a
result of these problems? Yes. But the
issues have been discussed and debated
for many years, and it is common that
reform, especially government reform, is
reactive to problems rather than proactive
to perceived needs.
Banking is changing for everyone and not all of us will like all the change.
Systematically, the banking industry remains strong, but government is going to
require you know more about your bank
rather than fully relying on a federal deposit guarantee. One of the best ways to
conduct such a review is talking directly
to your banker. Fortunately, Nevada banks
are profitable, solvent and managed conservatively.
•

It sometimes seems like half the cars on the streets of Las Vegas
are rentals. With over 70 rental car agencies in the city, that
;' David Hofstede

may very well be the case. In this highly competitive market,

Dollar Rent a Car has managed to steadily increase its share of
::i:JxrKrranby by
~

E. Meagher/Mitrani Photo

the pie, and is anticipating even greater success in the future.
April1991 •
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Rve years ago, Dollar embarked on a
campaign to promote itself as the corporate traveler's best friend in Nevada. According to Director of Marketing Mike
Moody, the motivation behind this shift in
emphasis was a level of consistency in
business that the tourist market could not
provide. "We like to have a consistent
base to work with at all times of the year,"
said Moody, "The number of business
visitors does not tend to fluctuate as much
with the economic upswings and downswings of the leisure traveler.
"We also know that Las Vegas is outgrowing any other city in the country, and
that means business is coming here and
business is growing here, especially with
the proximity of Nellis and the test site.
We see that as an ever-increasing group
to try to attract."
Has the company achieved its goal? "I
think it's safe to say that when we began
this effort in 1985, only 30 percent of
our business was corporate and 70 percent was leisure travel," said Operations Manager Charles Fahr, "and now
the ratio is 50-50."
While Moody says he likes to think that
"our sales effort" had much to do with this
conversion, he also stresses that Dollar's
marketing was backed up by several factors that also made a difference. "Two of
our most important business techniques
are convenience and honesty," Moody
said. "We pride ourselves in not having
hidden gas charges or hidden airport
pick-up charges, which a lot of other
companies do. We pursued a strategy that
said our customers would appreciate
upfrbnt, honest transactions, and that
turned out to be the case."
Adds Bobby Page, manager of fleet
operations, "We also participate in the
guaranteed repurchase programs that are
available in the rental industry, which
means we are able to cycle our fleet inside
of six months. The average car we rent is
somewhere around three months old, so
22 Nevada Business journal •
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Mike Moody, director of marketing (right), attributes Dollar's success
to their emphasis on customer service.

the customer is assured of having a reliable, well-maintained current model car."
"We can provide for the needs of any
company," Moody said, pointing to the
nearly 30 different makes and models that
comprise the seven classes of vehicles in
Dollar 's fleet. Chrysler cars are featured,
since the company was purchased by
Chrysler last year, but Bobby Page is
quick to point out that this does not limit
their selection. "We have an incentive to
carry (Chrysler's) product, and are proud
to do so, but it is not our exclusive line,"
Page said. "We have the luxury as a licensee to buy a fleet of cars that represents
our needs, not those of Chrysler. Given
the choice between apples and oranges,
we'll take some of each. There are Fords,
Cadillacs, convertibles and mini-vans in
our lot- the entire gamut is available."
Fahr believes the Dollar customer has
changed since the days when he and Page
were washing cars for the same company
15 years ago, and these changes are reflected in what Dollar has to offer. "It used

to be, people were happy with just an
economy car while on vacation. Maybe it
has something to do with the baby
boomers, but nowadays many customers
want a more upscale vehicle. We've had
to recognize that and order a higher proportion of specialty and luxury cars."
Among corporate travelers, the trend is
even more prevalent. "Businessmen who
own an Acura or BMW at home will not
want to rent anything less than that on a
trip," said Moody. "Not only do we have
such cars as LeBaron convertibles and
Mitsubishis, we also tend to equip them
with more features and accessories than
the standard rent a car company.
"When I travel, I know I prefer nicer
cars with cassette players and power
windows, and most of our customers also
enjoy these options," he continued. "We
also rent cellular phones, ski racks, baby
seats, anything that the customer needs
we try to have available."
"Many of our cars also contain airbags,"
adds Page, "and with safety a higher pri-

Dollar's hard-working team of
employees was instrumental in
earning the Las Vegas franchise
Dollar Rent a Car's most prestigious
award- the President's Cup.

ority now they've been much in demand."
Dollar' s progress, not only in achieving
its corporate business objectives but also
in the overall success of its Nevada franchises, can be measured in its statewide
market share of 12 percent, nearly double
the company's national average. "In a
market with a lot of rental car companies,
we are growing and thriving," said Moody.
"We're beginning to reap the benefits of
our decision to concentrate on the corporate traveler, and we'll continue to pursue
it, while Dollar Systems focuses on the
leisure market."
In addition, Dollar has also expanded
its bid to be the company of choice for
organizations planning special events
(such as the recent Celebrity Road Rally)
in Nevada. "The motivation there is to fill
the gaps," said Fahr. "In our slower periods, such as December and June, we feel
we could attract certain conventions and
meetings with special rates and discounts."
"The other side of that situation involves the growth of our own community," adds Moody. "Asmorepeoplemove

here athletic groups, church groups and
others will grow, and we're confidentthat
the demand for specialty vehicles such as
our 15-passenger mini-van will continue
to grow as well."
Dollar's full-scale used car sales operation has been another contributor to the
company's prosperity. "We can do anything a mainline dealership can do sales, leasing and fmancing," said Page.

"It has become a nice diversification,

and one that makes sense in this competitive market."
The Las Vegas Dollar franchise has
been selling cars for 10 years, but nine
months ago the company initiated a stronger advertising campaign, and recruited
sales professionals to operate the department. "We can now share some of our
fixed costs by taking something that was
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Charles Fahr, operations manager at Dollar Rent a Car, Las Vegas, began on the ground floor
washing cars for the company 15 years ago.

formerly a break-even proposition, and
tum it into a profitable venture," said
Page. "Hopefully, we can offer more value
to our rental customers as a result."
Fahr elaborated on why better sales
mean better rentals. "Our primary goal
from the sales business is to tum over our
rental cars every four to six months, so we
can order new ones and maintain a fresher
fleet. Also, we can fluctuate our vehicles
with the seasons, allowing us to offer
more four-wheel drive cars and vans in
Reno during ski season, for instance, and
more convertibles during the summer."
President Ronald Reagan spoke to 400
delegates at Dollar Rent a Car's 1989 Las
Vegas convention, but these days, Moody
is far more excited about what happened
the following year, when Chrysler came
on board. "They're doing some great things
for us. We're looking forward to utilizing
their leadership ability, which we think
will enhance our profitability and position in the market," he said.
At that same convention, Dollar in Las
24 Nevada Business Journal •
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Vegas earned the finn's President's Cup,
the most prestigious award Dollar offers
its licensees. "The key factors in our receiving that honor were customer service,
market share, and presenting the best image for Dollar Rent a Car," Fahr explained.
"We were happy to receive it as a reflection of our employees' hard work, and the
team effort we've put together, particularly in these past five years."
Some members of that winning team,
such as Page and Fahr, have been playing
since 1976. "Charlie and I started at entry
level positions in this organization, and
advanced through the ranks," Page recalls. "It's been helpful to go through that
part of the business, and the insight we've
gained into our local market has figured in
several decisions, including the choice of
our branch locations (in addition to its
airport franchise, Dollar also has offices
in the Flamingo and Tropicana Hotels).
Hopefully, this acquired knowledge will
continue to help our business."
Such insight will be necessary as Dollar

attempts to achieve its goals for the future
in a less than forgiving economy. "We'd
like to maintain our current 50-50 mix of
corporate and leisure business, which we
feel is ideal, and increase our market share
to 18 percent," said Fahr. Chrysler's inclusion of an automated phone system
installed in the visor of its higher-line
vehicles should help, as will Dollar's added
incentive of 24-hour road service within
60 minutes of any breakdown. "We want
to be known as one of the top rental car
companies in the entire world, not just Las
Vegas," said Fahr.
"The industry is plagued by a low rate
base now," said Moody. "We've managed to survive by stressing customer service and strong utilization- we don't run
more cars than we need. Travellers have
come to expect convenience and reliability from us, with cars that would cost them
much more from our competitors. These
other companies do have name recognition, perhaps more so than Dollar does,
but we have the value and the service."
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USA CAPITAL

MANAGEMENT
GROUP
by David Hofstede

In 1986, Tom Hentges and his
partner David Berkowitz formed
USA Capital Management Group
to fill a void they felt existed in
Southern Nevada.
"After working for New York member
securities firms (Prudential Bache,
PaineWebber and Smith Barney), we decided that what this community did not
have was a small, independent investment banking firm that catered to the
needs of the local business community,"
said Hantges.
One year earlier, a new company called
~arCor Development joined the local
business community. Despite their affiliation with the Marnell Corrao Associates
construction finn, brokerage houses were
not exactly lining up to offer assistance.
""They were new, and only known to Las
'egas people like ourselves," Hantges
~. "None of the big brokerage firms
are headquartered in New York or
~ - where would interface with them. But
decided to get involved."
For Hantges, it was the people who

made up MarCor that convinced him to
join forces. "Most of the players in this
community don't change, even though
we have thousands of people moving here
each month," said Hantges, a UNL V
graduate who has called Las Vegas home
for 25 years. "I knew the MarCor people,
their reputation and integrity. I have no
problem doing business with people like
Anthony Marnell. When they came to us,
it was simply a matter of structuring a
transaction that made sense and was fair
to both sides."
USA Capital helped MarCor access
public fmancial markets, manage its stock
and raise money for projects like the
Marnell Corrao office building and South
Tech Business Park. "Those were the bread
and butter transactions that did very well,
and helped them grow as a company,"
said Hantges. James A. Barrett, Jr., president and CEO ofMarCor, praised USA's
efforts, "They were the first underwriting
firm that took an interest in MarCor, and
as we've grown from a negative net worth
of $4.5 million to a positive net worth of
$50 million, they continue to give us a
tremendous amount of support."
When MarCo!'decided to focus all of its
development energies to resort projects,
USA Capital was there once again. "The
banks told them they would need to show
$40 million in equity to secure loans,"
Hantges remembers, "USA was instrumental in bringing $16 million to the table
through our investors.
"I was very pleased when they got involved in the resort industry," Hantges
continued. "They had some prior background and understanding of the gaming
business, they have high quality management people, and excellent resources to
follow through on any commitment they
make. Gaming also offers investors a
significant upside in a successful endeavor.

When they made that decision it lent itself
to some tremendous opportunities."
The result of the MarCor-USA collaboration is the Rio Suite Hotel and Casino,
which opened on January 15, 1990. "I
think the Rio is one of the fmest looking
hotel/casinos in Nevada," raves Hantges.
"When you see the quality of that hotel, it
speaks for the commitment that MarCor
has made to the community."
Hantges is no stranger to the mechanics
of the resort industry, having worked "as
everything from donut runner to management •: He has seen and experienced both
ends of the spectrum. "I've been a part of
hotel/casinos where the owner wouldn't
refurbish the rooms for 20 years, and
people left Las Vegas with a sour taste in
their mouths after saving for years for a
vacation. The Rio is at the opposite end of
that scale- it's a contribution to the city
and the state."
USA Capital has been involved in several investments unrelated to MarCor,
among them the USA Capital Land Fund,
an investment program designed primarily to acquire Las Vegas-area properties.
"We invest in Southern Nevada because
we know the territory," said Hantges.
"We're certainly vigilant toward things
that could be changing in the environment,
but Las Vegas is still viable, and there is
still money to be made."
But ifMarCor should call again, Hantges
and USA are ready to help, even if that
means stepping aside. "I hope my relationship with MarCor continues. We try
hard as a company to deliver on everything I say we'll deliver, and if you talk to
them I think they'll say that we've done
so," said Hantges. "But because my investors own a significant piece ofMarCor
and the Rio, I hope they'll deal with
whomever can serve them best, and if
•
that's not me, all the better."
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Nevada's growth has created a
healthy environment bolstered
by strong banks. However,
in light of current national
economic conditions, are there
ways to further strengthen our
financial institutions, both
nationally and statewide?

Strong State ••.
Strong Banks
by David Smith, President and CEO,
Continental National Bank;
President, Nevada Bankers Association

Anyone who reads the paper on a
regular basis, or listens to the evening
news can tell you that a recession is
upon us. What is rarely emphasized is
the U.S. economy is now in a "cooling
off' period following the longest
peacetime expansion in our history.
But is that the issue Nevada bankers
should be concerned with?
Yes and no. Yes, because what
happens in our country affects us, but
no, because as Governor Bob Miller
said, "Economic forecasters are banking
on Nevada in the 1990s." Nevada's
population growth and economic
expansion have helped make banking a
thriving industry in our state.
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Nevada banks rank first nationally in
assets and loan growth and second in
profitability. Nevada banks have an
average capital position of more than
nine percent, significantly above
required minimum levels.
The strength of the nation's banking
system is sound even in light of the
savings and loan crisis. "Your savings
in an insured-deposit account at a commercial bank is one of the safest fmancial investments you can make," said
American Banking Association President
Richard Kirk before a hearing chaired
by Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation Chairman L. William Seidman.
Kirk went on to say that banks are
different from savings and.loans in
three fundamental ways: they are
subject to more stringent regulation,
supervision and capital standards.
Also, banks are supposed to take
risks. "We lend people money with
the expectation that it will be paid
back," Kirk said. "Banking is a business
of judging and most times bankers'
judgements are right."
History is clear on this one point: No
one has ever lost a dime in a federallyinsured deposit account.
Kirk comments, "The public has
always had an unwavering faith in our
banks. We told them their money would
be safe and secure. And this is true
when that money is deposited in
commercial banks. The savings and
loan industry has created a scenario that
is affecting our image."
While banks can and do have
problems- such as with banks in New
England- most banks are healthy.
American commercial banks have more
than $200 billion in capital. In 1989,
they earned over $16 billion.
What about the insurance fund that
backs insured deposits in commercial
banks? The FDIC, in a fund referred to
as the Bank Insurance Fund, insures depositors for up to $100,000 per account.

There have been many news stories
lately about the condition of the fund.
Questions have been asked whether
there will be enough money in the fund
to weather a recession. The Bank
Insurance Fund should finish 1990 with
about $10 billion on hand- money that
would be used to pay off insured
depositors in failed banks.
That $10 billion is not taxpayer
money. It comes from premiums paid
by commercial banks each and every
year. In 1991, these premiums are
expected to add another $5 billion
to the fund . Currently, with Congress
and the Administration debating
whether that will be enough, there is a
possibility the FDIC will be given
added authority to raise bank premiums.
Strong banks are the best way to
guarantee a sound deposit system. Even

though the United States enjoys a strong
banking system, it needs to be fortified
further. One way that can be accomplished is by reforming the depositinsurance system to protect only a
bank's insured depositors. Bank' s
creditors and the uninsured account
holders should be required take some
risk if a bank should fail. The government safety net should not extend
100 percent protection to everyone,
nevertheless, it should continue to
extend protection to insured depositors,
as it currently does. That $100,000
level of deposit insurance still makes a
lot of sense. It guarantees that life
savings will be fully protected.
Another way to keep our banks strong
is to stem the flood of new banking
regulations introduced each year. While
many of these regulations are good

laws, they create more paperwork
and higher costs - costs that the
banks inevitably have to share with
their customers.
Banks also want to expand their
powers to compete with other fmancial
companies and offer customers new and
different products. Regulations limit a
bank 's capacity to offer these services
and compete on an equitable level with
other types of fmancial institutions.
Despite the current economic climate,
banks overall remain healthy across the
nation. Banks, like any other business,
reflect the economic climate of the
state and region in which they operate.
With Nevada's growth rate proceeding
at a steady clip, the Silver State's
current levels of prosperity rest on the
strong fmancial base provided by the
region's banking institutions.
•
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by Richard Chulick

Changes in the 1991 Federal tax
rules make the use of debt less

Evaluating the Cost of Debt

advantageous than ever for most
individuals. Most borrowings will
cost more for at least three
reasons: decreases in tax rates,
the loss of itemized deductions,
and the end of the phase-outs of
allowed pre-1987 deductions.
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For joint filers with taxable income
between about $80,000 and $180,000, the
1991 tax rate falls from 33 percent to 31
percent for regular tax. For higher income
taxpayers , the rate increases from 28
percent to 31 percent, a change which
may be magnified by the loss of itemized
deductions by these taxpayers.
Up to 80 percent of itemized deductions
can be lost since taxpayers must now
reduce deductions by three percent of
every dollar that adjusted gross income
(AGI) exceeds $100,000. Thus, a taxpayer with $175,000 of AGI can lose
$2,250 in deductions. This loss of deductions increases the cost of debt when mortgage or home equity interest expense is
the only significant itemized deduction.
This situation is common in states like
Nevada with no income tax or when taxpayers have a very high AGI. The lost
itemized deductions increase the tax rate
by nearly one percent (three percent times
31 percent equals .93 percent).
The elimination of any deduction for
personal interest or excess investment interest for 1991 encourages the payoff of
all such loans- even low-interest college
loans. When you are evaluating the use of
debt to purchase investments, you must
determine if the related interest is deductible for tax purposes. Any non-deductibility of the interest expense will
greatly affect your decision.

Tax-Exempt Investments
Tax-exempt securities may offer a very
attractive after-tax rate of return. However,
if borrowed funds are used to purchasi
tax-exempt instruments directly, none of
the interest on the loan can be deducted.
For example, if you borrow $50,000 from
a bank and invest the loan proceeds in taxexempt instruments, the entire interest
deduction will be lost. Since the pre-tax
and after-tax cost of the loan will then be
equal, it will be virtually impossible to
leverage investments in tax-exempt securities advantageously. When there are
indirect borrowings (e.g., investment loans
outstanding while holding tax-exempt
instruments), the interest expense deduction can be partially disallowed even if the
loan proceeds were not used to purchase
the tax-exempt securities.

Investment Interest
For purposes of both the regular tax
and the Alternative Minimum Tax (AMT)
calculations, the deduction for interest
paid on debt that is used, directly or indirectly, to purchase property held for investment is limited to your net investment
income (including gain attributable to the
sale of investment property).
For years after 1990, interest paid that
exceeds investment income is no longer

uEVERYTHING WE TOUCH
TURNS TO GOLD."

Interest on up to $1 million in new

Personal Interest

"acquisition" debt that is secured by

For 1991, personal interest is no longer
deductible. Generally, personal interest
includes interest on credit cards, tax deficiencies and student loans. For 1990, ten
percent of personal interest may be deducted. You may consider refmancing
those obligations with a home equity loan.

either your principal residence or a
second residence is deductible. Interest
is also detuctible on up to $100,000 in

Evaluating the Cost

home equity debt, as long as it is secured
by your principal or second residence.
deductible but must be carried forward
and deducted in future years.
Interest incurred on a debt related to a
passive activity, including limited partnerships, rental real estate and other ac"vities in which the taxpayer does not
materially participate, are subject to the
es related to passive activities.

Qualified Residence Interest
Beginning in 1988, for purposes of the
-egular tax, interest on up to $1 million in
- w "acquisition" debt that is secured by
~er your principal residence or a second
~dence is deductible. Interest is also
.=
uctible on up to $100,000 in home
· ty debt, as long as it is secured by your
· ipal or second residence. Many home
• "ty loan arrangements are established
line of credit that you can draw on by
- · · g checks or by using a special credit
However, bear in mind that a home
· loan is secured by one of your most
rtant assets: your home.
:- -purposes of the AMT, only interest
::ebt that is incurred to acquire, conor improve a "principal" residence
· 1ed dwelling is deductible.
-"'"ore, interest on home equity debt
=sed for these purposes is not de.., e for the AMT.

Once you know if the debt is deductible, you should calculate your after-tax
cost of borrowing, since this determines
your actual out-of-pocket expense. For
example, consider the following table (assume a marginal tax rate of 31 percent,
i.e., no state tax savings):

Pre-Tax
Borrowing Rate

After-Tax
Borrowing Cost

Secured Home Equity line:
12.0%

8.3%

DETAILING
•
•
•
•
•
•

Free Pick Up & Delivery
Hand Wash
Engine Cleaning
Interior Detail
Exterior Detail
Monthly Services

365-1633
3855 S. Valley View #24
Las Vegas, NV 891 03

START TO FINISH
Window Cleaning

Unsecured Personal loan:
16.0%

16.0%

While this example suggests that personal loans should be converted to home
equity loans, the taxpayer's high aftertax cost of debt, may argue for the payoff
of even the deductible debt. To justify
retaining a 12 percent equity line, this
taxpayer's portfolio must earn more than
8.3 percent aftertax. While this is certainly
possible, it probably requires both a
relatively high risk and a long investment
time frame .
These are just some thoughts to consider.
Your tax advisor can provide more detailed
information and should be consulted before any action is taken.
•

Rick Chulick is a tax partner with the firm
Deloitte & Touche .

ANITA COTRONEO
President

4045 W. Quail, Ste 8
Las Vegas, NV 89118

597-1907
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by lay Goldinger

For the most part, institutional
investors - banks, pensions

The Ins and Outs of Treasuries
lor Smart Shoppers

and other retirement funds,
mutual funds and other
investment firms - dominate
the U.S. Treasury markets. But
what about Main Street?

Most individual investors generally
stick with treasury bills, short-term and
safe, and rarely venture beyond. The U.S.
government bond market, despite its size,
strength and safety record, is about as
familiar to investors as the far side of the
moon. Your reasons for wanting to add
treasuries to your portfolio may vary. You
may simply wantregularmonthly income.
You may want to protect and build your
capital. Or you may want to venture out a
bit on the risk/reward spectrum. Whether
you invest through mutual funds or with a
broker, you cannot exist in an informational vacuum. The following excerpt from
my newly released book, Keys to Investing in Government Securities (Barron's,
$4.95), is designed to begin de mystifying
the inner workings and opportunities in
the government bond market.
What is the most cost-effective way to buy
treasury bills?

Direct from Uncle Sam. You can buy Tbills from most banks and brokerage firms,
but chances are you'll be charged a $25 to
$60 administrative fee or commission,
depending on whether it's a newly auctioned bill or one trading on the secondary
market. However, all branches of the Federal Reserve or an office of the Bureau of
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Public Debt will sell you one at no cost.
Buying from the government is ~e
markably simple. You can buy newly
auctioned treasuries through the mail by
submitting a noncompetitive tender, thus
automatically opening a Treasury Direct
account. You receive your own account
number for subsequent purchases.
When you buy direct, though, all purchases must be accompanied by full payment- cashier's check, certified personal
check, maturing treasury securities, or
cash. Forget cash, though. You don'twant
to walk around with, or mail the minimum $10,000 that aT-bill costs.
I'm aware that T-bills , notes and bonds
have no credit risk since they are backed
by the full faith and credit of the U.S.
government. But what about government
agency securities like Fannie Mae and
Sallie Mae bonds?

The dozen or so agencies in the U.S.
government such as the Federal National
Mortgage Association (Fannie Mae) or
Student Loan Marketing Corporation
(Sallie Mae) issue obligations backed by
Uncle Sam, and the federal government,
so far, has not allowed any agency to
default on its debts (bond issues). However, these agencies do not carry the "full

faith and credit" guarantee that makes
them completely worry free. In the past,
agencies generally paid higher coupon
rates to encourage investors to consider
them instead of credit-risk-free T-bills or
T-bonds. But agencies aren't the great
deal they used to be because the yields
they generate are not that much higher
than those from intermediate to long-term
treasuries. And there is less liquidity in
the agency market, with wider spreads
between the bids and asks on these bonds.
A fmal point to consider is that the
income from some agencies is not exempt
from state and local taxes; after paying
these taxes on a higher coupon agency
bond, you can end up netting less than if
you had placed your money in a lower
coupon T-bond. Be sure to check with
your tax professional before committing
your cash to buy an agency. And if you're
looking at fund expenses, government
bond funds that include agencies in their
portfolios to raise their yields often charge
a higher management fee than funds invested in all treasuries.

-

e 10,000 of "risk" money that 1
;o im:est. 1s his enough to put into
k.et and be able to reap
ds?

t to consider putting the
· ~ · gpowerofleveragetoworkfor
by buying or selling puts and calls on
treasury futures. This is a very active and
liquid market, but it is not for the conservative or novice investor; options on treasury futures are a form of gambling, and
you must have the knowledge and stomach for it. You also need to have a defmite opinion about interest rates and their
direction before you place your "bet".
Buying calls reflects your thinking that
bond prices will rise (interest rates will
drop) before the expiration date on that
option, and buying puts means you are
convinced that bond prices will drop (as

You might want to consider putting
the multiplying power of leverage to
work for you by buying or selling
puts and calls on treasury futures.
interest rates rise). Although there are no
guarantees protecting your principal, if
you bet wrong on interest rates, you are
not hurt as badly with options on treasury
futures as with buying the treasury future
itself. You can choose not to exercise your
option to buy the contract at its expiration
date, thereby losing only the premium
you put up initially to own that option.
(Premiums can range from a few sixtyfourths up to $5,000 plus a flat commission fee for the transaction.) There is no
ceiling on what you can "win'; but remember, most investors lose money in the
options market, so just like a casino, the
odds are against your "beating the house':
I used to buy U.S. government T-bonds ,
have them registered in my name and
delivered to me. I recently made another
purchase, and now my broker says I can' t
have them delivered to me. What's going
on? What happens if my brokerage goes
under and I don ' t have a certificate to
cash in at the Treasury ?

Your broker is referring to what is known
as "book entry" format. At the time of
purchase, book-entry securities that are
not represented by a certificate are registered in your name on the books of the
U.S. Treasury. Many new issues of bonds
fit this format because it cuts down on
paperwork on the brokerage level and
saves the investor from worry about lost
or stolen certificates. You do not need to

be concerned if your brokerage goes out
of business since these bonds are guaranteed by the full faith and credit of the U.S.
government. The treasury knows you as
the owner of the bonds because of the
entry made on their books; additional
proof you should plan on submitting at the
time of redeeming the bonds would include the confirmation you received at the
time of purchase and a copy of your
monthly statement from the brokerage
showing positions held in your account.
I study the financial pages of my newspaper every day for the prices given on
treasury bonds and bills. Then, when I
call my broker before the market opens to
see about making a purchase, the quote he
gives me is usually not the same as the one
in the paper. Why is that?

The quotes you see in the fmancial pages
are representative of prices paid on transactions of $1 million at the close of trading, or as close to 4:00p.m. Eastern Time
as possible, the prior business day. But
remember, U.S. treasuries trade almost
around the clock, around the world. So, by
the time you 're reading your morning
paper, and before trading even begins in
New York, Chicago or Los Angeles , Japan has transacted a full day of business
and traders in London have been buying
and selling for half their day. This activity
by U.S. investors doing business with
foreign brokers or by foreigners purchasing U.S. securities abroad sets the
tone for the opening prices for buyers and
sellers stateside.
•

Jay Goldinger is an investment counselor
with Capital Insight in Beverly Hills , specializing in bonds, money market instruments, and U.S. and international investments. You can write to Jay at P.O . Box
4092 , Beverly Hills, CA 90213-4092. Include your address and phone number.
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Eugene F. Dattore

Valley Bank names
Dattore to executive
committee
Valley Bank of Nevada
announced the promotion of
Eugene F. Dattore, director of
human resources, to the
bank's executive committee.
Dattore previously served as
counsel for five years in
Valley Bank's legal department and became director of
human resources in January of
1990. He will continue to
serve in this capacity while
performing his newly assigned
duties as a member of the
bank's executive committee.
Prior to joining Valley
Bank, Dattore served as
executive vice president and
general counsel for a local real
estate developer. Before
moving to Las Vegas in 1976,
Dattore served as senior vice
president and general counsel
for a publicly-held Floridabased community developer.
Dattore began his career as an
attorney in New York City in
1968 after two years of
service in the U.S. Army.
As director of human
resources, Dattore is responsible for all human resources
support services for Valley
Capital Corporation, including
staffing, training and development, compensation and
benefits and employee
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relations. Valley Capital
presently employs approximately 2,300 people.
Dattore is admitted to
practice law in Nevada,
Florida and New York, and is
a member of the American
and Clark County Bar
Associations. He graduated
with honors and received a
bachelor of science degree
from the University of Rhode
Island, Kingston, Rhode
Island in 1963. In 1966,
Dattore received his juris
doctor degree with honors
from the University of
Michigan Law School in
Ann Arbor, Michigan.

UNLV's Andrew
Nixon awarded for
distinguished service
University of Nevada Las
Vegas Athletic Administrator ~
Andrew Nixon was honored
with this year's Distinguished
Service Award by the National Association of Academic Advisors for Athletics.
Nixon has dedicated the
past 23 years to working with
young people. His enthusiasm
for both academics and
athletics melted together in
recent years, however, while
serving as academic advisor
to student athletes at UNLV.
Currently, Nixon is institutional coordinator for the
college student-athlete project
at UNLV, which is part of a
presidential task force studying the athletic department.
As chairman of the athletic
academic support services and
athletic academic advisor for
UNLV, Nixon earned a reputation for using his keen
sense of humor in serving
the needs of the university's
student athletes.

Jenny DesVaux Oakes

Sierra Health appoints
public and community
relations director
Sierra Health Services
recently named Jenny
Des Vaux Oakes to serve in
the newly created position of
Public and Cbmmunity
Relations Coordinator.
Prior to joining Sierra,
Des Vaux Oakes served as
chief executive aide·in
Southern Nevada for Governor Richard Bryan and as his
congressional representative
in the southern district during
his first year in the U.S.
Senate. Des Vaux Oakes is a
past president of the Junior
Mesquite Club of Las Vegas,
past vice president and
community advisor of the
Junior League of Las Vegas,
and was recognized as a
fmalist in the Women of
Achievement Awards of the
Women's Council of the Las
Vegas Chamber of Commerce. She presently is a
member of the board of
directors of Opportunity
Village for Retarded Citizens
and the Clark County Democratic Central Committee.
Des Vaux Oakes brings to
the position an in-depth
knowledge of civic, charitable
and service organizations and
agencies in both the public
and the private sector.

Desert Springs Hospital
names new assistant
dministrator
C. Gregory Napps was
:::cently appointed as assistant
~strator at Desert
-;rings Hospital in Las
gas . His varied duties as
· tant administrator include
_ . e:rseeing emergency room
rations, bio-medical
·ces, the volunteer
ary, engineering,
'ty, radiology, medical
and medical records
:

1988, moving to Las Vegas
from Atlanta, Georgia. In his
former position, he served as
resident manager of the city's
prestigious Westin Peachtree
Plaza hotel.
McKennon's extensive
experience in the hospitality
industry includes 12 years in
hotel management for the
Westin Corporation. He has
also held various executive
positions, both in hotel and
food and beverage operations,
at the Century Plaza Hotel,
Los Angeles Bonaventure and
Los Angeles Biltmore hotels.
A graduate in business
administration from the
University of California at
Berkeley, McKennon is also
certified by the American
Hotel and Motel Association
as hotel administrator.

2

- - re he served as vice
·dent for the past four
. He was also active
community agencies,
dlairman of the Leadership
- en County Steering
- :mmittee and program
an for the local
Club.

cKennon new VP
hotel operations at
ars Palace
es McKennon has
y been promoted to
vice president of hotel
- ·ons at Caesars Palace.
-Kennon joined Caesars
as vice president of
operations in October

Merrill Lynch adds
financial consultant
Mark Mushkin recently
joined the staff of Merrill
Lynch, the nation's largest
securities firm, as a fmancial
consultant in the firm's local
office in Las Vegas.
Active in the fmancial
service industry for the past
three years, Mushkin was
employed from 1988 to the
present by PaineWebber, Inc.
Mushkin is a native of Las
Vegas. He received an
accounting degree from
Pepperdine University in
1987. He is a member of the
Las Vegas Rotary and the
tournament director for the
Las Vegas Founders' Legacy
Junior Championship.
Merrill Lynch is a leading
worldwide fmancial services
company. The firm has 11 ,000
fmancial consultants working
out of 490 domestic offices,
and another 900 in 63 offices
in Canada and overseas.

Abel named
marketing manager
for Crown Point

Steven DeWees

Q&D Construction
hires commercial
construction expert
Q&D Construction, Inc.,
has hired Steven DeWees, a
commercial construction
expert, as a project manager.
DeWees, 38, began his
career at Q&D 20 years ago.
He has returned after accumulating 12 years of experience
working for Rudolph &
Sletten, Inc., and later Hunt
Cor, Inc. While at Rudolph &
Sletten, he was involved with
the construction of the
Monterey Bay Aquarium and
a variety of high rises and
hospitals in the Santa Clara
area. While with Hunt Cor, he
was project manager on the
award-winning Greyhound
Dial Corporate Center, a
Phoenix high rise.
At Q&D, DeWees is
heading construction of the
Desert Research Institute's
state-of-the-art Great Basin
Environmental Research Lab.
A Wooster High School
graduate, DeWees attended
the University of Nevada,
Reno. He and his wife,
Cynthia, have four children.
Q&D Construction is a fullservice, Reno-based building
company. Company projects
include hospitals, casinos,
corporate offices, shopping
centers and custom homes.

Robin Abel has been
named marketing manager for
Crown Point, a $34-million
life-care retirement community located in Las Vegas
and being developed by Life
Care Services Corporation of
Des Moines, Iowa.
Abel joined Life Care
Services Corporation in 1988
as a move-in coordinator for
Essex Meadows community
in Essex, Connecticut. She
was promoted to sales manager for that same development
before relocating to Crown
Point. Prior to that, Abel
served in social services
capacities for Connecticut
nursing homes, and conducted
sales promotion seminars for
Xerox Corporation. In total
Abel brings 15 years of
experience working with
seniors to her new position.
The principals of Life Care
Services Corporation have
been involved in the planning, development or management of over 50 life-care
retirement communities for
more than 30 years.
Life-care retirement living
is designed to meet the
independentneedsand
expectations of today' s active
retirement -age persons by
offering private residences,
health center care for life, a
fmancial plan for estate
protection, plus a host of
services and amenities.
The Las Vegas Crown
Point community will feature
150 private one-, two- and
two-bedroom-with-den
residential apartments and
villas. The facility will be
Nevada's first Life Care
Services community.
•
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Nevada
Briefs

Phone Book Yellow Pages, Cannon said.
About 1,000 valley businesses require a
number change annually. There are more
than 135,000 business access lines in
Southern Nevada.
Centel is Nevada's largest local telephone company, serving over 460,000
customer lines through an all-digital network linked by fiber optics. The company
is a unit of Chicago-based Centel Corporation which serves more than 1.6 million
customer lines in nine states, and operates
cellular communications franchises in
more than 44 markets.

Sterling Springs a
11
Best Seller"
Centel Introduces
new service for
businesses
Centel recently introduced a new business service that allows relocated businesses to continue receiving calls despite
having changed their telephone number.
With Intercept Plus, customers calling
the business's old number will receive the
new number from Centel 's automated response system, then be connected without
having to hang up and re-dial. Previously,
a call to the old number was intercepted
by the system and callers were given only
the new number. The service, recently
approved by the Public Service Commission, is offered for a minimum of three
months at $15 per month and may be
extended to a year.
"It's important for businesses to project
stability in times of transition when moves
and telephone number changes are necessary," said Russ Cannon, Centel marketing manager. "This service keeps businesses connected with their customers."
Another benefit is that business don't
have to immediately change phone numbers on business cards, stationery and
advertising in the Centel First Source
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The award-winning Sterling Springs
community was named 1990s "Best Selling Single Family Detached Home Community" in Clark County.
According to Dennis Smith, president of Homebuilders Research, Sterling
Springs had more than 200 home closings
last year, outdistancing its nearest competitor by more than 50 closings. Homebuilders Research determined these results through information received from
the Clark County recorder' s office.
Sterling Springs' also boasts two Homer
award winners among its homes with the
one-story Cascade and the two-story
Coronado. The community is one of a
select few to have two such winners.

Silver Canyon plan
includes school,
park, fire station
Plans for an elementary school, park
and fire station are being fmalized for the
Silver Canyon master-planned community, which is currently under development in Henderson. "Although we're still
working on the plans, we are happy to
announce these facilities will be part of

our community," said Jim Toscano, vice
president of Cosmo World of Nevada
Inc., the developer of the 1,293-acre golf
community and destination resort.
Cosmo World has set aside 35.7 acres
for the school, park and frre station. The
land for the park and frre station and the
park facilities will be developed by Cosmo
World and then turned over to the City
of Henderson. Negotiations regarding
the school are continuing.
"We are currently working with the
City of Henderson, school district, parks
and recreation board and frre department
officials to finalize plans. While adhering
to the various building codes and requirements, the designs of the school,
park and frre station will be compatible
with the resort theme of Silver Canyon,"
said Toscano. He also said that architec;
tural and landscaping plans are being
designed to be as energy efficient and
drought tolerant as possible.
The proposed elementary school would
be built on 11 .5 acres, and would include
classroom areas, administration offices,
multi-purpose room, library and other
standard amenities such as basketball
courts, volleyball courts and ball fields .
Plans also include areas for expansion.
Adjacent to the area designated for the
school are 22.6 acres for the park. It will
include two baseball fields with bleachers,
a soccer field, picnic area, tot lot and playground, tennis courts, basketball courts,
an amphitheater, bike/hike trail, parking
areas and restroom facilities. Space is also
available for additional development.
"With more than 22 acres, the Silver
Canyon park will be the largest freestanding park in Henderson," said Dundee
L. Jones, director of Parks and Recreation
for the City of Henderson.
While the Silver Canyon park will have
the same facilities as other city parks, its
size and topography allow it to be more
leisure oriented with more open space.
The unique geography of the school
and park sites has a steep slope running
through the length of the property, and
will benefit the designs of the amphi the-

ater and the bike/hike trail. Because it
overlooks the softball fields, the park
amphitheater offers additional special
event opportunities. The slope also allows
the continuity of the bike/hike trail, without interruption, between the park and
school through a tunnel built under the
street separating the two facilities .
Construction of these facilities will be
completed in late 1993 or early 1994. The
fire station is scheduled to open first.
The Silver Canyon community will take
several years to complete. Its master plan
includes approximately 2,500 luxury
homes, a 350-room non-gaming resort
with 50 casita villas, 45 golf holes (27 by
Jack Nicklaus and 18 by Rees Jones), a
golf academy, a tennis complex with
stadium seating and retail space.

Chest Pain Center
opens at Desert
Springs Hospital
Chest pain, tightness or discomfort can
raise many questions in one's mind. "What
should I do?", "What does it mean?'',
"Where should I go?", "Who should I
see?': Because chest pain is often the
first sign of heart trouble, it is important
to get answers and seek medical attention immediately.
In an effort to eliminate the guessing
game, Desert Springs Hospital in Las
Vegas recently opened a 24-hour Chest
Pain Center and phone line. The center,
located inside the hospital's emergency
room, is a clearly marked area where patients with any type of chest discomfort
may go to or call. The center is staffed
with highly trained medical professionals and state-of-the-art cardiovascular
equipment, and should the need arise, a
cardiologist is available 24 hours a day.
The Chest Pain Center and phone line are
the only two programs of their kind offered together in the Las Vegas Valley.
The Chest Pain Center is the newest
addition to Desert Springs Hospital's car-

diology department which offers a wide
spectrum of cardiovascular care services
from prevention and early diagnosis to
open heart surgery and rehabilitation. By
establishing these comprehensive cardiac
programs, Desert Springs hopes to educate individuals about cardiovascular
diseases and provide services to help
combat these diseases.

University system
receives grant
from NASA
The National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) has approved a
University of Nevada System proposal to
establish a Space Grant State Consortium
under NASA's Space Grant College and
Fellowship Program, Chancellor Mark H.
Dawson has announced.
Nevada is one of 26 American university groups selected to receive $600,000
over a four-year period to improve the
quality of aerospace research and education. The system's seven components UNLV, UNR, Desert Research Institute
and its four community colleges - will
add $300,000 in matching funds and support for the program.
Half of the NASA monies will be used
to enhance campus research infrastructure and educational programs, Dawson
said, and the other half will provide fellowships and scholarships for graduate
and undergraduate students.
Several aerospace firms and federal
agencies will participate in the UNS
Space Grant Consortium in various activities such as joint research efforts, student training and summer intern programs. The firms are EG&G Energy
Measurements, Inc., Lockheed Engineering and Sciences Company and the Santa
Barbara Research Center of Hughes Aircraft Company. Participating federal
agencies include the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's Environmental
Monitoring System Laboratory and the

"Committed to
Excellence in
Service"

(702) 732-4514
2000 E. Flamingo, Suite C
Las Vegas, NV 89119
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United States Geological Survey's Water
Resources Division.
The award is NASA's second phase
effort to form a national network of universities with interests and capabilities in
aeronautics, space and related fields. The
26 new consortia join 21 established in
the first phase, bringing together more
than 300 participating institutions to more
than 300 colleges, universities, and industrial partners in 46 states and the District
of Columbia.

experience for children in such teclmiques
as stained glass painting, wire sculpture
and paper making. In 1990, more than
500 parents and children participated in
the various programs.
Each year American Nevada sponsors
an exhibit, personal visit, lecture and public reception featuring a nationally recog-

nized artist at the Green Valley Library.
American Nevada has also donated hundreds of acres for such amenities as the
Green Valley Library and Cultural Center, an outdoor amphitheater for concerts
and various performances in the Village
of Silver Springs and various schools and
parks throughout Green Valley.
•

ANC receives
governor's Service
to the Arts award
American Nevada Corporation, the developer of Green Valley, recently received the 1991 Governor's "Service to
the Arts A ward". The honor, sponsored
by the Nevada State Council on the Arts,
has been awarded for the past 12 years to
recognized individuals and corporations
which have made major contributions to
the arts in Nevada.
The company was cited for its continuing efforts toward providing cultural experiences for the residents of Green Valley, a Henderson suburb. Besides sponsoring the Outdoor Sculpture Museum, a
public display of permanent and rotating
works to the community, American Nevada Corporation was also instrumental
in the formation of the Arts Advisory
Council of Green Valley. With fmancial
and in-kind support from American Nevada the Arts Advisory Council has
brought a wide variety of cultural events
to the community.
For the past four years the Arts Advisory Council has presented, free to the
public, full scale productions of Shakespeare in the Park, performed by equity
actors from Los Angeles.
American Nevada also hosts the Green
Valley Art Fest, held the past four years
in the spring. The Art Fest brings artists
together to provide a hands-on learning
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Standing eight stories high , with 50,000 square feet of space, Valley Bank West is Las
Vegas' newest high-rise office building. Located in the rapidly growing northwest
section of the Las Vegas Valley, the project is being developed by Pacific Properties,
with Valley Bank of Nevada as the building's anchor tenant.

Miller Means Business
Steve Miller has applied his twentyfive years of success as a small business owner to clean up Las Vegas city
government.
He refuses to put up with insider selfdealings by politicians. For years millions of our tax dollars were being
misused at the Las Vegas Housing
Authority. It took Steve Miller to blow
the whistle and stop the abuse.
Steve Miller exposed City leaders
using their position in City government to gain special advantages for
their own personal business over
other business owners.
Miller demands that our City be run
like a business - not like a playground
for the good old boys. Some days he
has taken extraordinary steps - some
days he has been forced to speak
louder. But that is what it takes to
overcome the corruption in City government. Steve Miller means business - he gets the job done.
It's time we have a Mayor who cares
about the small business owners and
the residents of Las Vegas. Steve
Miller for Mayor, he's fighting for the
rights of business owners.

Steve
Miller
I ~4 ,;,\*£•] ;J
He's fighting fol' us

business indicators & anaiY.,s is
NEVADA TAXABLE SALES
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orne indicators during the winter showed the national economy retained some rigidity to an economic slowdown. Yet the most recent indicators
point to further economic decline. For example, the
national unemployment rate as of the end of January reached
. 6.1 percent. Since unemployment increases (and the adversity
it brings) customarily generate additional unemployment,
most foresee further deterioration. Unemployment increases
in the months ahead will impede efforts to keep the economy
growing. So most economists have now proclaimed that the
United States has already entered a recession.
Nevada's economy is not immune to national conditions.
Consequently, Nevada's unemployment has risen as the national economy has slowed. Nevertheless, Nevada unemployment rates remain below the national level. Las Vegas reported
a larger percentage increase in unemployment than Reno for
the last reporting period. Further unemployment increases in
all areas of the state can be expected. Thus, the economic
slowdown that started in other regions of the country has now
reached Nevada, and the ripple effects of the slowdown will
soon become evident.
Declining employment during a recession or slowdown
influences spending levels. Current indicators suggest the
impacts of a slowing national economy are already influencing Nevada spending. For example, Nevada consumer spending
(which makes up the largest part of total spending) shows
weakness. Nevada's December sales tax collections declined.
The decline, which may still prove to be a temporary one,
illustrates the spending drag associated with a typical recession. Nevada's December taxable sales declined 2.25 percent from year ago levels before adjustment for inflation.
United States retail activity after adjustment for inflation
declined from year-ago levels as well, although this activity
increased slightly before consideration of inflation. Thus,
spending levels adjusted for inflation in both Nevada and the
nation have turned downward.
Construction and consumer durable SIX; ding, among the
more sensitive spending categories, continue to show pronounced weakness. During the August through October 1990
period, national consumer sentiment dropped. The Univer-
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the largest drop in its 44 year liistory. It has remained at a
low level since then. Large swings in consumer sentiment
(such as those experienced in 1ate 1990) almost always produce declines in these sensitive spending areas. Moreover,
these spending declines may continue months later because
they tend to lag declines in consumer sentiments.
R. Keith Schwer, University of Nevada- Las Vegas,
Center for Business and Economic Research
D
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DATE

LATEST
PERIOD

UNITS

PREVIOUS
PERIOD

YEAR

CHANijt

AGO

YRAGO

4.8

UNEMPLOYMENT
Nevada
Los Vegas
Reno

u.s.

Nov 1990
Nov 1990
Nov 1990
Jan 1991

seasonally
seasonally
seasonally
seasonally

5 .5
5.7
5.2
6.1

5 .8
5 .8
5 .4
6 .0

4.4
5 .2

14.58%
21.28%
18.18%
17.31%

Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec

1990
1990
1990
1990

$thousand
$thousand
$ thousand
$million

1,386,650
824,709
274,398
151,064

1,168,224
68 7,933
21 9,702
151,635

1,418,585
822,686
280,479
145,848

·2.25%
0.25%
-2.17%
3.58%

Dec 1990
Dec 1990
Dec 1990

$thousand
$thousand
$thousand

467,954
364,296
58 ,026

461,831
351,356
69,047

419,568
316,277
56,999

11 .53%
15.18%
1.80%

4th qtr 1990
4th qtr 199

#permits
# permits

2,461
125

3,022
228

2,994
167

-17.80%
-25.15%

2nd qtr 1990
2nd qtr 1990

#permits
# permits

589
58

438
39

480
72

22.71%
-19 .44%

Dec 1990
Dec 1990

thousa nd
$billion

987
415 . 1

1,127
417. 1

1,273
432.0

-22 .47%
-3 .91%

4th qtr 1990
4th qtr 1990
4th qtr 1990

$
$ per sq. ft.
%

122,1 94
85 .98
9 .58

131,242
76 .66
9 .45

114,318
54 .27
9 .47

6 .89%
58 .43%
1. 16%

2nd
2nd
2nd
Dec

$
$per sq . ft.
%
thousand

149,403
77.82
10.50
463

145,501
75 .59
10.50
496

139,462
78 .61
10.34
633

7.13%
-1.00%
1.55%
-26 .86%

4,881,626
756,917
55,752

4,220,563
751 , 195
51,164

10. 14%
-1 .71%
3 .84%

1' 198,400
733,180
251 ,1 30

7.10%
9.23%
2. 19%

126.3
825 .4
10.0
7.76
5,289 .3

6 . 18%
0 .00%
-5 .00%
-23 .07%
4 .34%

adj.
ad j.
ad j.
adj.

4.7

RETAIL ACTIVITY
Nevada Ta xob e Sales
Clark Cou nty
Washoe County
U.S . Retail Sales

GROSS GAMING REVENUE
Nevada
Clark County
Washoe County

CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITY
Las Vegas Area
New Residences
New Commercial Permits
Reno Area
New Residences
New Commercial Permits

~-

u.s.
Housing Starts
Totol Construction

HOUSING SALES
Los Vegas Area
Median Sales Price Ill
Average Cost/Square Foot
Average Mortgage Rate 121
Washoe County
Average Sales Price 111
Average Cost/Square Foot
Average Mortgage Rate 121
U.S. Home Sales

qtr 1990
qtr 1990
qtr 1990
1990

TRANSPORTATION
Total Passengers 131
McCarron Airport, LV
Connon Airport, Reno
State Taxable Gasoline Sales

4th qtr 1990
4th qtr 1990
Dec 1990

passengers
passengers
thousand gal.

4,648 ,328
738,367
53 ,1 28

July 1990
July 1990
July 1990

people
people
people

1,283,490
800,840
256,640

Dec 1990
Dec 1990
2/9/91
2/9/91
4th qtr 1990

1982-84= 100
$billion
%
%
$billion

POPULATION ESTIMATES
Nevada
Clark County
Washoe County

NATIONAL ECONOMY
National Economy
Consumer Price Index f'l
Money Supply - M 1
Prime Rate
Three-Month U.S. T-Bill
Gross Notional Product

134.1
825.4
9.5
5 .97
5,518 .9

133.7
823.3
10.0
6 .3
5,514.6

NOTES: (1) houses, condos, townhouses; (2) 30 yr. FHA; (3) enplaned/deplaned passengers; (4) all urban consumers
SOURCES : Nevada Dept. ofTaxotion; Nevada Employment Security Dept.; UNLV, Center for Business and Economic Research;
UNR, Bureau of Business and Economic Research; US Dept. of Commerce; US Federal Reserve.
COMPILED BY: UNLV, Center for Business and Economic Research
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We make it our business
to know yot1rs.
If a bank wants to earn your business, it must first learn your business.
Knowing your needs, your flexibility and your goals is something we at Valley Bank believe
in. It can mean the difference between a simple, necessary financial arrangement and a
personal banking relationship.
We don't expect this advertisement to cause you to bank with us. At least not immediately.
Rather, we expect that it will cause you to consider what makes one bank different from
another. And in the course of it all, see Valley Bank for what we really are.
Interested in you.

._.~::.;.-:--..

Valley lank
of Nevada
MEMBER FDIC

We're there when you need us..m

Nevada's largest state-chartered bank.
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